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Abstract. In a recent paper Conrad and Dauns have shown

that a finitely-rooted lattice-ordered field R, in which multiplication

by a positive special element is a lattice homomorphism, can be em-

bedded in a formal power series /-field with real coefficients, pro-

vided that the value group of R is torsion-free. In this note it is

shown that their theorem is true when R is a commutative integral

domain.

The proof of this theorem will be the same as the proof of Conrad and

Dauns' result [3, Theorem III] once it has been established that a quotient

ring of R can be lattice-ordered.1 Their arguments do not use that R is afield

but only that the set of positive special elements of R is a multiplicative group.

This paper represents a portion of the author's dissertation written at

the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign under the direction of

Professor Elliot C. Weinberg.

1. Extending the lattice order to a quotient ring. The following lemma

may be thought of as a generalization of [3, Theorem I] (as may Lemma 2,

also).

Lemma 1. Let R be an l-ring containing a positive invertible element u.

Then right {left) multiplication by u is a lattice homomorphism (equivalently,

an I-automorphism of the underlying l-group of R) if and only ifu~x is positive.

Proof. If x->-xu is a lattice homomorphism, then (1 vO)w=mvO=w;

so 1>0. Also, («-1vO)w=lvO=l implies u~1vO=u-1; i.e., ir^X). Con-

versely, suppose that w1eR+. If a is any positive element of R, then

xayyag{xyy)a. So,

x v y = xuu*1 v yuw1 _ (xu v yu)u~x ^ (x v y)uu_1 = x v y.

Thus (xvy)u=xuvyu.
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Proposition 1. Let R be an l-ring, and let 2 be a multiplicative subset of

positive regular elements. Suppose that R is a right Ore ring with respect to

2, and let Q be its classical right quotient ring with respect to 2. Then Q can

be made into an l-ring extension of R, in which the inverse of each element of

2 is positive, exactly when left multiplication and right multiplication by

each element ofL are lattice homomorphisms. If this is the case, the lattice

order of Q is uniquely determined by that of R.

Proof. Suppose that x+a=(xa)+ and ax+={ax)+ for all xeR, ae2.

Define Q+={qeQ:q has a representation of the form q=xa~1 for some

(x, a)e7\+x2}. We claim that (Q, Q+) is an /-ring extension of (R, R+)

and that og2 implies cr1eQ+. We first note that if qeQ+ and q=yb~1, then

yeR+. Suppose, then, that xcr1=yb~1 with xeR+. There exists (c, d)eR x 2

such that xc=ydand ac=bd. Then 0=(ac)~=ac~ implies that ceR+, since

a is regular. Therefore 0=(xc)~=(yd)~=y~d, so yeR+.

It is easily seen that Q+ is a positive cone for the ring Q and that Q+ n R=

R+. Note that the least upper bound of two elements in R is also their least

upper bound in Q. For suppose that (q, x)eQ x R, q=ycr1, and </_ {x, 0}.

Then j_{xa, 0}; so j_(xa)+=x+c7 and <7=x+. Note, also, that if ae2,

then a-1=a(a2)-1eQ+.

If q=xa~1eQ, define q*=x+a~1. Then q* is independent of the rep-

resentation of q. For if q=yb~x, then there exists (c, d)eRx2, such that

be—ad and yc=xd. Since a, b, and dare in 2, ceR+ and c_1eg+- Since right

multiplication by c is an order isomorphism of Q onto Q, and thus pre-

serves all existing sups, y+c=(yc)+=(xd)+=x+d. Thusy+b~1=x+cr1, and

q* is well defined. It is now easily seen that q*=qv0.

The converse is immediate from Lemma 1. For uniqueness, suppose

that (Q, P) is an /-ring extension of (R, R+) such that ae2 implies cr1eP.

Then, clearly, Q+^P. If xcr^P, then x=(xcr1)aePr>R=R+. So P=R+.

We have essentially used Anderson's proof of the special case of the

following corollary, i.e., that in which 2 is the set of all regular elements of

the unital/-ring R [1, Theorem 5.1], to prove Proposition 1.

Corollary. Let R be a right Ore ring with respect to a multiplicative

subset of regular elements 2, and let Q be its classical right quotient ring

with respect to 2. If R is an f-ring, then Q can be made into an f-ring ex-

tension of R in exactly one way.

Proof. Let 2+=2n/?+. If qeQ, then q=xcr1=xa(a2)-1 and a2eZ+.

Thus Q is the right quotient ring of R with respect to 2+. Now use Prop-

osition 1.
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2. Z>-domains. A value of a nonzero element g in an /-group is a

convex /-subgroup that is maximal with respect to the exclusion of g. A

special element of an /-group G is an element that has exactly one value.

Note that a special element is comparable to 0. G is finitely-valued if each

of its elements has only a finite number of values. For the remainder of

this paper, by a special element we shall mean a positive special element. A

basic element is a positive nonzero element g for which the convex /-

subgroup generated by g, C(g), is totally ordered. It is known that a basic

element is special. For the theory of special elements see [2]. The following

lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. Let R be an l-ring containing an invertible element u such that

u and h_1 are both positive.

(a) If geR, then g is special (basic) if and only if ug is special (basic).

(b) 1 is special (basic) if and only if u is special (basic).

(c) u is special (basic) if and only if u~* is special (basic).

An l-domain is an /-ring R in which 7?+\{0} is a multiplicatively closed

subset [6].

Corollary.   If R is an l-domain, then u is basic.

Proof. C(l), the convex /-subgroup of R generated by 1, is an /-ring

since 1 is a strong order unit in C(l). Since C(l) is an /-domain, it is totally

ordered.

This corollary is actually a generalization of the fact that a lattice-

ordered division ring in which the inverse of every positive element is

positive must be totally ordered. This is proven in [7, p. 199] for the

commutative case.

By a D-domain we shall mean a commutative lattice-ordered ring R,

without zero divisors, such that

(a) the set S of special elements of R is nonempty, and

(b) multiplication by an element of S is a lattice homomorphism.

Proposition 2. Let Rbe a commutative lattice-ordered integral domain.

Then R is a D-domain if and only if

Si = {0#i£ R+-.multiplication by s is a lattice homomorphism}

is nonempty and S=Sx. In particular, the special elements in a D-domain

form a multiplicatively closed subset.

Proof. If R is a a F>-domain, then SsS1, so Sx is nonempty. Clearly

Sx is multiplicatively closed. Let Q be the ring of quotients of R with

respect to Sv By Proposition 1, Q is an /-ring extension of R, and its
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positive cone is given by

Q+ = {as-1 e Q:a e R+, s e S}.

If seS-l, then 5 and s-1 are in Q+. By the previous corollary, s is basic in Q;

hence it is also basic in R. Thus S=St. The converse is trivial

In [3, Theorem I] it is shown that an /-field R is a /J-domain if and only if

its set of special elements S forms a multiplicative group. The following

example shows that a finitely-rooted, commutative, lattice-ordered domain,

in which S is multiplicatively closed, need not be a 7>domain.

Example 1. Let R=F[x] be the polynomial ring over the totally

ordered field F, and let R+={a0+a1x+- • •4-a„x™:a0_0 and an_0}.

As an /-group R is the direct sum of two totally ordered groups, and so

it has only two roots. Its set of special elements is

S = {a:0 < a e F} U fax H-1- anxn:aK > 0}.

Since lAx=0, but xAx2>0, R is not a Z)-domain.

For the remainder of this paper let R be a F)-domain with special

elements S. By Proposition 2, S is a multiplicatively closed subset of R.

If g is the ring of quotients of R with respect to S, then Proposition 1 says

that Q is an /-ring extension of R. Let Fbe the set of special elements of Q.

Proposition3. T is the quotient po-group of S; i.e., T={as~1eQ:a,

seS}.

Proof. If a, seS, then (as-1)-1=scr1eQ+. So as^eT, by the corollary

to Lemma 2. Conversely, suppose that as^GT. By Lemma 2(a), aeT. Let

Q(a) (respectively R(a)) be the convex /-subgroup of Q (respectively R)

generated by a. Then g(a)=lex A for a proper convex /-subgroup A of

Q(a) [2, Theorem 3.6]. But then NnR(a)^R(a), and R(a) = \ex(NC\R{a)).

Thus aeS.

Corollary 1.   Qis a D-domain and T= {qeQ+:q-1eQ+}.

Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3 and the previous

corollary.

Note that Tr\R=Sand that Sis actually the set of basic elements of R.

Corollary 2. R is finitely-valued if and only if its underlying l-group is

a direct sum of totally ordered groups.

Proof. The only if part follows from the fact that each special element

is basic and from [8, Theorem 2.12]. The if part is trivial.

Proposition 4.   (a) If R is finitely-valued, then so is Q.

(b) R has exactly n roots if and only if Q has exactly n roots.
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Proof. Suppose that R is finitely-valued and gs~1eQ+. Then g is the

sum of pairwise disjoint special elements of R; g=gi + m ■ '+gn [2,

Theorem 3.7]. Thus gs'1 is the sum of pairwise disjoint special elements of

Q. So Q is finitely-valued.

As is well known R has exactly n roots if and only if R has a basis con-

taining exactly n elements [5]. Suppose that R has exactly n roots and

{giuj1:i=\, • • • ,m} is a set of pairwise disjoint elements of Q. Let

si=ui''' ui-iui+\' '' um- Then {gtsi:i=\, • • ■ , m) is a set of pairwise

disjoint elements of R. So and Q has at most n roots. But /? con-

tains n disjoint elements, so Q has at least n roots. Thus Q has exactly n

roots.

Conversely, if {gis~1:i= 1, • • •, n} is a basis of £?, then {gi'.i= 1, • • •, n}c

£. Since cannot have more than n disjoint elements, {g(:i=l, ■ ■ • , n} is

a basis of R.

Proposition 5. Each D-domain contains a unique largest convex l-

subring that is a finitely-valued D-domain.

Proof. We first show that the sum of a finitely-rooted convex /-

subgroup A and a totally ordered subgroup B of an /-group G is a finitely-

rooted /-subgroup. For A + B is an /-subgroup of G since B+AjA is one

of Gl A. Note that since B+A/A^B/A r>B, A is a prime subgroup of B+A.

Suppose that A has only n roots, and let {a^b^a^A, b^B; i= 1, • • • , m}

be m disjoint elements in A+B. If bteA for all i, then clearly mgn. If

Z>4^4 for some /', then a^+b^A for/V^i, and so w_«+l. Thus is

finitely-rooted. By induction, it is easily seen that the sum of n totally

ordered convex /-subgroups of an /-group has at most n roots.

Now let S be the set of special elements of the F>-domain R, and let A

be the additive subgroup of R generated by S:

A = fa + ■ ■ ■ + gn:\gi\ £ S}.

Since each special element is basic, geS implies C(g)^A. So, by the pre-

ceding paragraph, A is a convex /-subring of R. Since each special element

of A is special in R [2, Theorem 3.5], A is a F>-domain. It is clearly the

largest convex /-sub-Z)-domain of R that is finitely-valued.

Note that Example 2 and the remarks following it show that the finitely-

valued part of a 7>field need not be a field.

If T is the value set of R, then the mapping vR:S—>T that sends each

element of S to its value is order preserving. Moreover, vR has the follow-

ing properties:

(1) vR(s)=vR(t) if and only if C(s) = C(t).

(2) vR(s)<vR(t) if and only if s is infinitely smaller than t.

(3) If vR(s)=vR(t) and aeS, then vR(as)—vR{at).
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The last property implies that the multiplication in 5 can be transferred to

vR(S) via vR. Thus, using additive notation, vR(S) becomes a rooted

partially-ordered semigroup if addition is defined by v1{(s) + vR(t)=v1{(st).

We will say that vR(S) is torsion-free if for all a, ßevR(S) and (M«eZ+,

noi=nß implies a = ß.

We can, of course, do the same thing for Q. In this case vQ(T) becomes a

rooted po-group since T is a group. It is clear that v0(T) is the quotient

/w-group of vR(S), where vR(S) is embedded in vQ(T) via vR(a)—>vQ(a).

Note that vQ(T) is a torsion-free group exactly when vR(S) is a torsion-free

semigroup. For brevity, we will call (Q, T, vQ(T)) the quotient system of

(R, S, vR(S)).

Now suppose that R is finitely-valued. Then vR(S)=F [2, Theorem 3.8].

By Proposition 4, Q is also finitely-valued; so vQ(T)=A is the value set of

Q. We now state the main results of this paper. As mentioned earlier, their

proofs are identical with those given in [3] for the case that R is a field.

V(Y, R) is the formal power series /-ring with exponents in Y, coefficients in

the real field R, and whose lattice order is that of its underlying Hahn

product.

Theorem 1. Let R be a finitely-valued D-domain whose value semi-

group T is torsion-free. Then the lattice order of R can be extended to a total

(ring) order of R.

Theorem 2. Let R be a finitely-rooted D-domain, and let (Q, T, A) be

the quotient system of (R, S, T). If T is torsion-free there is a value pre-

serving /-isomorphism of Q into the l-field V(A, R), whose restriction to R is

also value preserving.

3. Remarks. The following example shows that the quotient /-ring

Q of a finitely-valued D-domain R (for which T is torsion-free) need not

be its quotient field. Note that any such Q must be /-simple, i.e., 0 and Q

are its only /-ideals. If Q is finitely-rooted we do not know if it must be a

field.
Example 2. Let R=F[x] be the polynomial ring over the totally

ordered field F. R becomes a .D-domain if its positive cone is defined by

R+= {L-o««*':*^ for each i}.ThenS={ax»:a>0}, Q={Zl-mxixi},
Q+={2?=~m a^a^'OKand T={«.xn:neZ and <x>0}. Using (1) and (2)

it is easily seen that F^v(F)®Z+ and A^v(F)®Z, where v(F) is the value

group of F and Z(Z+) is the trivially ordered group (semigroup) of

(positive) integers.

We have not been able to determine whether the quotient field E of a

D-domain R can be made into an /-ring extension of R. In the preceding

example Q can be value-embedded in an /-field G that is a D-domain, but
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which is not finitely-valued:

G I2 xt\ :«j£F
n

and n eZ
!

and

G+ 2 OLiX1: a,- _ 0 for each i

If R is finitely-rooted and A is torsion-free, and if E is an /-subring of

V(A, R), then £ is a D-domain.

Examples of D-domains may be obtained as follows. Let A be a finitely-

rooted torsion-free abelian />o-group, and let Ax be the unique totally

ordered group whose underlying group is A and such that A+sAj [3,

p. 387]. Let V= V(A, R) and Vx= V(A1, R). Then V and Vx are the same

ring, and F+£ Vt [3, 2.2]. Let

R = {g e V1: value of g = 0} u {0}

= {g e Vx: \g\ g n for some positive integer «}.

Then R is a sub-D-domain of V, and Q(R)= V. If A is not abelian, then R

is a noncommutative D-domain.

Finally, we note that the results of §2 hold if R is only a commutative

/-domain (but otherwise satisfying the defining properties of a D-domain).

For the proof of Proposition 2 remains valid provided St consists of

regular elements. But if aeSlt then ab=0 implies ab+=ab~=0. Hence

b=0, and a is regular. Now Propositions 3 through 5 hold for R; and the

proof of Theorem 1 shows that if R is finitely-valued and T is torsion-free,

then R is, in fact, a domain.

Added in proof. Professor Henriksen has informed us that the quotient

field of a finitely-valued D-domain R cannot always be made into an /-

ring extension of 7?.
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